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SRABfER I
THE PEUULiM AHD DEPXHXflOHS, Of ftm§ USED
For many year® a difference of opinion has existed 
regarding the relative reading ease of different versions 
of the Bible, the majority of the arguments made by the 
various factions have been based upon limited observation, 
and In no Instance has experimental evidence been presented 
to support the contentions of any group.
1. flE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this 
study to compare the King James Bible with the Hew Standard 
Revision of the Bible for readability by applying the most 
recent and acceptable techniques for examining that aspect 
of writing.
Iiaportanpe of the study. Many opinions have been 
expressed about the improvements in readability found in the 
Hew Standard Revision of the Bible over the King James Bible. 
Hone of these opinions have any basis in scientific investi­
gation, In this study an attempt was made to employ techniques 
of which the above criticism cannot be made.
II. BEFXHlflOBS OF TEEMS USED
ftning and feopi painted out two factors
that might cause a piece of writing to be read with diffi­
culty: Cl) physical characteristics and (2) psychological'
characteristics.^ the physical factors would include such 
things as else of print, spacing between lines, kind of type, 
and surface characteristics of, the paper. Among the psycho­
logical characteristics of the writing itself were included 
sentence^length,, word difficulty, abstractness of the 
writing, and so on, 'these.psychological characteristics of 
the writing itself were the aspects of readability considered 
here.
Flesch pointed out that, according to most dictionaries 
‘'readable® means ®easy or interesting to read.1,2 Readability, 
then, was defined here as those psychological characteristics 
of writing which produce ease or interest in reading.
King Ja*jt,s Bible. Throughout the report of this
Investigation, the term King James Version, or King James 
Bible, was used to designate that edition of the Bible in 
the English language which was published first In 1611 and is 
commonly known as the Authorized or King James Version.
^George H. Vening and Herbert A. foopa, °An Unselected 
Bibliography on 'Readability,* * OCA Bulletin. Ho. lk$9 p. "
2Bnaalf: Flesch, low To ffest Readability. (lew fork: 
Harper & Brothers, 1951), p. 1. ' -
3the Hew Standard Revision 
was nied to designate the Revised Standee Version of the 
Holy Bible which was published in 1913 by fhoisae Nelson # 
Sons, New forte.
fhjg. fleaeh me^bod> For reasons of brevity, the 
Fleeoh method wag need to refer to formulae for testing 
readability set forth by Eu&oif fleseh in his booht low fo 
Iasi MMsMMis.-3
fho BalSyUhaii method* fhe term, the BaXe-Ohsll 
method, was used to refer to the formula for predicting 
readability published by Edgar Bale and Jeanne_ S, Ohell in 
?Gluise- 2? of the Educational. Research Bulletin. Ohio State 
University, in January and February, of 19^8.^
^Rudolf Fleech* Hoy to -fast Readability. .(New terlM 
iarper & Brothers, 195X1
kEdgar Bale and Jeanne S. Ohall, *A Formula for Predict- 
lag Readability,» Educational Research Bulletin, XXV1X 
(January and Februl^lpiTT 11-20, 3?~W>
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
& t£i&c Mafcrz st Ms. u m  i s m  £ M m
Four-hundred years ago the Bible of Western Europe 
and of the English people was the Latin Vulgate. Few people 
read it, the people were not expected or encouraged to read 
it. Only the educated Could understand it when they heard it 
read in church, John Wyoliffe, in the last years of the four­
teenth century* .had translated to English both the. Old and the 
New testament from the fourth century Latin Vulgate of 
St* Jerome. Since , however, the introduction of print! ng into 
England did not take place for nearly a eentufy, there were 
not produced enough manuscripted copies to cause any important 
changes,
William fyn&ale, a student' at Oxford and Cambridge, is 
generally regarded to be the father of the English Bible, It 
was he who, in 1523, published the first printed Pew festament 
in the English language. Because of the religious and politi­
cal upheaval of the- time, tyud&le was forced to do his work 
in the .city of Worms. He also translated the first five .books 
of the Old testament. So far as is known, these were the only 
books of the Old testament published by fyn&ale. In 1536, 
fyodaie was burned at the stake for heresy.
Hilee Qover&ale was the next English, scholar to 
attempt a translation of the Bible. Els translation of both 
the Old and Hew testament, together with, the Apocrypha, is 
the first complete printed Bible In Ingllshi published 
probably in Zurich In 1533*
tn_1537 there also appeared two other translations of 
■ the .Bible, both under royal license, these were- the Matthew’ a 
Bible,’ edited by John Rogers, , who was later executed by the 
Catholic Queen, Mary Tudor, and the'revision, of the Matthew’s 
Bible by a man Called Bichard Taverner, whose work wag known 
as’the Taverner Bible. Both these Bibles were in effect 
compilations of the work of .TyMale and Ooverdale.
The first Bible that was appointed to 'the use of the 
Protestant churches was the -Great: Bible which was edited by 
0overdale and published In 15*10. This was the first version 
given freely into the hands- of the' people. During the reign 
of Mary fuder, however, restrictions were again placed upon 
the religious freedoms, and all’ English bibles were- forbidden 
to the people,
In 1|IS, a number of bishops and deans' organised by 
•Archbishop Barker revised the Great Bible, and this second 
English authorised Bible- became known'as the iishops1 
Bible.
King Jamee called a conference of high and low church­
men at Hampton Court In 160^ to oonsiaer “thinge pretended
I
to be amiss In the church. r During the meeting, John Reynolds*, 
president of Corpus Christ! College, Oxford, moved that they 
retranslate the Bible, the King, who was in the Chair* wel­
comed the suggestion, and said it ought to be done by the 
best learned in both the universities. So'-the King James 
Torsion .of 1611 name into being, as a conservative revision 
of the Bishops’, which in turn was a conservative revision 
of the Great,- which rested upon Thomas Matthew’s Bible of 
1137, which in turn owed much to Goverd&le’s first printed 
Bible of 1535*
This succession of English versions of the Bible was 
included in this study to point out the fact that the King 
James Bible was composed as the.result of an .evolution of ■ 
biblical form in. English, It should be pointed out that the 
King- James was neither the first Bible in the English language, 
nor was it the final work preceding modern translations. In 
fact, the King James was systematically revised in 1615, 1629, 
1638, 17^3, 1762, m &  1769.2
Edgar J. Ooodspeed, Hew Chapters In Hew Testament
Stndy. (the MacMillan Company^ E w  loii, '195W," S?- 79• J
2l M d ., p. 82,
Ab Hoodspeed pointed out: “the King damis Version of
1611 le now widely misunderstood. Most people think it the 
first torn of the English Bible; many think It verbally in­
spired # ana do not hesitate to say so; some otherwise 
Intelligent people actually think' it !# the original Bible!
Stoigsa &ie juiiAii g£, J6& MSla
In an attempt to gain more knowledge- and understanding 
from the Bible* man has often used the defines of revision 
and abridgment* the complete history of these works offers 
an Interesting study* hut it is much too involved to present 
in detail here* Suffice It to say that this progressive 
stream of works points up one of the mayor aspects of the 
problem here involved* which is: that is to be gained by
revising or retranslating, the Bible.?
In the first place* the whole fabric of the English 
translations* from fyndal© to King fames, may be said to be 
based upon the Gre ek versions, of Erasmus* the last edition ■■■of 
which appeared in 153E. Erasmus had only eight manuscripts 
on which to base M s  edition, and none of these was a complete 
Hew testament, there passages were lacking or not clear, he 
merely retranslated from the Batin Vulgate* thus- completing 
his text. In this way some phrases never -in the Greek have 
found their way into the King #amee Version. Modern scholars,
3Ibld.. p., 81.
however* b*v* at their disposal seme tmm toeelt
manaiOflpl$ in addition to the m & i m t  versions which i&» 
elude W m  batitt*. ifriae# Coptic* consonantal Hebrew* and 
JMtmmiM tests*
Secondly, the t#bei«s of today poaeeee & far greater 
teowledge of languages. $?eefe was little studied in English 
universities when frn&ale was Im %fardf and that which was
offered m m  the el&etloul <lresfc rather than the common and 
colloquial language which was. employed. W  fmt and the other 
authors of the httr festaaient* the study of languages was 
■greatly tahanttd during the nineteenth century with the 
discoveries of dreels papyrus documents written during the 
centuries befort and after ihyist which reveal the eelieiaial* 
vernacular 0rteh in every-day ooMUnloatioa# Such la the 
language of the hew fmtmmt*
A third major reason for .revision is the change since 
1611 in fnglieh usage* Many forms of egression have become 
archaic* although still generally intelligible* Mo longer 
In use art the pronoun forme ^totu .thee* thy* thine and the 
verb endings sMiS* end -$|| nor such egressions'
a* II. sm t la sags list* I t e m w *  ^.tyqe»g. insastisfe, 
&£2ZSl2a«» ffiftfil Slili IMS. ISMSZ§I» *nd £2 yj->a->mrd. 
Giber voj-ds lupe obsolete t m  »o longer understood toy
the common reader*
■ . . . ?
the greats sb problem, however* Is presented %  the
inilieh wards which are "Still in constant use hat now convey 
a different meaning' from that which they had In 1611 and in 
the King James Version, these words were once accurate 
translations ■ of the Hebrew and areek Scriptures; hut now* 
having changed in meaning, they have become misleading, they 
no longer say what the King James translators meant them to 
say.
the King James Version uses the word In the sense 
of hinder* present to mean precede., pilaw in the sense of 
approve. communicate for share, conversation for conduct. 
comppeftend for overcome* ghost for spirit* yealth for 
wsll*»hslng* ytle&s for prove * demand for psh,. take no thought 
tor jbe M l  MKlMt# ^hd purphase A good degree for gain a good, 
standing, this imposes a problem which cannot be resolved 
by this study since definitions are not considered in tests of 
readability* However, it.is certain that a greater degree of 
understanding exists in modern usages for the common reader 
even though it Is not measurable.
A great deal of controversy has taken place in the 
past between those who feel that the King James Version 
should continue to be the only true and' accepted version, and 
those who believe that it can, and should,’ be improved upon, 
these factions are still at work, and little has been 
accomplished to resolve their differences.
those who would not wish the King James Version to 
be usurped declare that to do so would be tantamount to 
revising the works of Shakespeare, Milton, and other liter* 
ary immortals whose words are so poetic and familiar to us 
all, they argue that modern revisions are of value only to 
the student and theologian and offer little to the common 
reader of the Bible In exchange for the King James Version.
*A simplicity and vigour, an honesty and dignity* a stateli­
ness, beauty, and Incomparable fitness of language mark the
work of the' old translators which the new . . . .  have been
a
unable to achieve throughout.*
However, much of the poetic language of the King James 
Version was merely common usage of the period, fhomas Hardy 
In his journal of April 30* 1918, wrote* *By the will of 
#od some men are born poetical. Of these some make them­
selves practical poets* ethers.art made poets by lapse of 
time who were hardly recognised as such. Particularly has 
this been the cast with the translators of the .Bible, they 
translated info: the language of their agef. -.then the years 
began to corrupt the language ar spoken and to add grey 
lichen to the translation! until the. moderns who use the
„ ****1 «*§»•* m  H i  8 m m  Ss m s e -(lew Yorki MacMillan. Company, 19W), p, 13.
WOVpapted tongue marvel at the' poetry of the old words, When 
new they were not more than half so poetical. So that 
6overdalet Tynd&le and the real of them are m  ghosts what 
they never were in flesh*
#oodspeed summarized this'argument as follows? “If 
the purpose of Wet* Testament translation Is to bring what 
the Hew Testament writers meant to convey directly and vividly 
before the modern American reader, then it should not be 
necessary for M m  to detour through a course in sixteenth 
century English* such as is necessary for the understanding 
of even the simpler parts of the Hew testament, there are 
more readers of the English Bible in America than in any
other country In the world, and there is room for a tranela*
£ * lion made in their own vernacular.* ■
A History of the Hew standard Bevislon of the Bible
Although the King James Version has received more ' 
acceptance than any other English language Bible, it has grave 
defects, according to those who'have made intensive studies 
of it. ; : . V " .
By -the middle of the nineteenth’ century* the develop­
ment of Biblical studies and the discovery of many manuscripts
^Florence Emily .Hardy, baler, years Thomas Hardy. 
(Hew Iferk: MacMillan Company* 1930},’ p. 186.'
%dgar J. Coo&speed, Hew Chanters in Mew Testament 
Study, (Mew 'fork: MacMillan Company, 1937T, P« 113.
mare ancient than these upon which the ling James Version 
was based* made It important that these defects be rectified 
by constructing & revision of the English translation* the 
task was undertaken* by-authority of the Church of England, 
in 1870, The English Beri.sed Version of the Bible was pub*
11shed in 1881-1885. The American Standard Version* it# 
Variant embodying the preferences of the American scholars 
associated in the work, was published in 19©X*'
Because of unhappy e^erience with unauthorized pub** 
Ileutlons in the two decades between 1881 and 1901, which 
tampered with the text of the English Eevised Version in the 
.Supposed interest of the American public, the American Stand- , 
ard Version was copyrighted, to protect the text from 
unauthorized changes* In 1928 this copy right was acquired 
by the International Council of Religious Education, and thus 
pasted into the ownership of the churches of the United States 
and Canada which were associated in this Council through their 
boards of education and publication*
The-Council appointed a committee of scholars who would 
have charge of the text of the American Standard Version and 
to undertake inquiry as to whether further revision was 
necessary*' For more than two;years the Committee worked upon 
the problem of whether or -not revision should be undertaken} 
and if - so* what should be its nature and extent* In the end 
the decision was reached that there is need for a thorough
revision. of the version of IfCl, 'which would stay as close 
to the fyndale-King James tradition as it can in the light 
of present knowledge of the Hebrew and Creek texts and their 
meaning; on the. one hand* and present understanding of English 
on the other*
In 193? the re-vision was authorised by rote of the 
Connell# which directed that the resulting re re ion would 
** embody the best results of modern scholarship as to the 
meaning of the Scriptures, and express this meaning.in English 
diction which is designed for use In public and private worship 
and preserves those dualities which hate given to the king. 
Barnes Version a supreme place in English literature.*?
fhirty-two scholars served as members of the Committee 
charged with making- the revision,- and they secured the. review 
and counsel of an Mvlaory Board of fifty representatives of 
the cooperating denominations, the Committee -worked in two 
sections, one dealing with the Old testament and one with the 
hew testament. Each section submitted Its work to the scru­
tiny of the members of the other section; and the charter 
of the Committee required that all changes be agreed upon by 
a two-thirds vote of the total membership of the Committee*
7m  U2lZ. Bible (Herlg|d Standard Version), (Mew Yorkt 
Thomas Kelson. & Sons, 1952)7 fret, is,' '
the Eevlsed. Standard Version of the Hew Testament was pub# 
li shed In 1946. the publication of 'the Hevised Standard 
Version-of the Bible, containing'the ©id and Hew testaments, 
was authorised by vote of the iatlonai/SouicIi. of the 
ikurohes of ..Christ in''the Suited States of America in 1951. 
the complete work was published In !952«
& Mmim. °£
The first recorded formal attempt to Improve 
readability of written material was that of the Talmudists 
in about 9©0 A.2X They not only made word counts but they 
also considered how often individual ideas appeared in an 
unusual sense as compared to the frequency of the usual 
sense. Actual scientific work on readability did not begin 
in the ©lilted States until the twentieth century. However, 
this work, was preceded by studies made in other countries.
In 1889 N. A. Ewbakin, a Huaeian, - made a comprehensive 
word-frequency study in over 10,000 manuscripts written by 
soldiers,, farmers, and other common citizens, ft# compiled a 
list of 1500 words which he considered to be understood by a 
■majority of the people. Sis work was don# in an attempt to 
develop literature for the people* Eebakin came to the 
conclusion that the principal hindrances to-readability
wer®(X) unfamiliar vocabulary and (3) excessively long 
sentences.
.Another; attempt to improve the reading- ease of mate­
rials outside the English language was made by James t m  in 
1918* By analysing the letter a written by Chinese laborers 
who were working' In franca, during World War- 1, Ten compiled 
a list of one thousand -characters which were most commonly 
uaaa and set about'teaching these to the ©blnese people*.
This led to a mass education movement In the oaent which is
9continuing today,
in about 1880, 1. A, Sherman, Professor of English 
literature at the University of Hebraska, became Interested 
In sentence length as a possible guide to mom understandable 
reading material. He discovered that average sentence length 
decreased steadily from ©haucer (40,48 words per sentence) 
to contemporary writ era. such as Macaulay (33*33 words per 
sentence), throughout Sherman*.a studies he equates shorter 
sentences and readability and he feels that this movement In 
English literature was toward a universally best style. I® 
also found that each individual writer was remarkably con­
sistent In the average number of words per sentence he used*
8Irving horge, “Word Mats as Background for ©ommuniea- 
tlen,* Teachers Solleae Eeoord, 1944-4$, pp# $43-$$i,
^James fen and J. P. HcEvoy, freedom Prom Ignorance* 
(Mew lorkt- Simon and Schuster, 1943),
this consistency is important. because it Suggests the use 
of samples, which makes the readability formulas of today 
practical.
Sherman also pointed out a steady decrease in the 
' Complexity. of sentences over the same period of time. He 
felt that this, too, contributed to ease in reading, He 
concluded that' in order to be readable, a piece of writing', 
should have a variety'of length' of sentences with a short 
average length overall.^
In If 21# H. P. Kit son, the psychologist, became
interested in the effect of writing, on groups of people. He
studied two newspapers and two m&gasinee using as his measures
sentence length and number of syllables. It Is of interest
to note that these are precisely the measures used in the
readability formula of Pleach which appeared more than twenty
years later and which Is the most successful tool in use today.
However, Kitson did not develop a formula. He merely pointed
out the differences to he found .among various periodical#
11
according to the group# which would read each,
work that ha#.been done in attempting to produce 
formula# designed to measure readability ha# been a search
<10
wWh, A. Sherman, Analytic# of literature. (loston? 
$inn and Co., 1893)*
^Harry D. Kitson, |he Mip4 gf m g  Buyer. ' (Hew forkt 
MacMillan Company, 1921),
for two thing#t an adequate criterion to determine the 
relative difficulty of specific passages and the identifica­
tion of the elements in the text 'that would best measure that 
difficulty*
the readability of textbooks has been a problem in 
the elementary and high- schools for years. It was to find 
some objective measure of determining the relative ease and 
difficulty of varlo# textbooks that the first studies in 
readability testing were undertaken, these studies were 
aided by the publication;....ln-1921,/ of fhorndike,s the 
teacher* a Word Book, which-gives: a'measure of the relative 
frequency of appearance of ten thousand words in a Variety 
of materials, such as cMldren,s literature, English classics, 
reference and technical books# newspapers# and correspondence.
In 1923, Lively and Pres gey conducted one of the first 
experiments to find the elements that made for difficulty of 
reading materials, they had heard that the textbooks in 
science contained so many technical words that more time was 
being spent in the high schools on the study of scientific 
vocabulary than on.teientifie facts,
Lively and Freesey measured the vocabulary, difficulty 
of books by assigning the fhorn&ike frequency number to each'
1%ertha A, Lively and S. :h,- Pmsgey# Method for
Measuring the '* Vocabulary Burden* of textbooks,1 Educational 
Mministratiop and Supervision, Ix {October, 19337? W »  389^98
different word and taking: an average of those numbers. Books
that had a lower number were considered more difficult than
hooka with higher numbers. this measurement did not directly
relate the hooka to- reading comprehension. It merely arranged
different book® in relation to one another In te:ms of one
kind of measurement^*irooahulary difficulty* This* however*
does not determine whether or not a given hook -can he read
and understood*
In 1927, Keboeh analysed the vocabulary difficulty of
history textbook®. Following the technique of lively and
Fressey* he used the Thorndike frequency word list hut elimin~ _
ated those words which appeared in 'the most frequently used
■13five thousand words.
In I928* Doleh also measured vocabulary difficulty*
hut Instead of using the frequency rating of the Thorndike
list* he used the combined frequency rating which the word
received when M  combined several extensive word counts made
xh
by other persons with those he had made*
It was not until Vogel and Waehburne produced their 
Wlnnetka formula in 192$ that- a technique was created which 
related elements of difficulty in written materials to specific
13F. 0. Keboch, "Variability of Worfi-Difflculty In Five 
Merloan History Textbooks*11 Journal of Educational Research* 
xv (January* 192?)* pp. 22*26*""'
^%dward William Bolch, “Vocabulary Burden,M Journal .
M  Educational ||g^sqiyh» xvl.1 (March* 1928)* pp. .
reading levels. The purpose was to find some objective 
measure whereby teachers and supervisors could select appro­
priate materials that could be understood by children In the 
different grades.
The technique they used is summarised here. A diffi­
culty score was assigned to each of 152 books on the basis 
of the average reading-grade score on the Stanford Achievement 
Test of those children who had read and liked each book. Ten 
possible elements that would make for difficulty of the text 
were counted in each book. These elements were related to 
the average reading grade assigned to each book. Correlations
f -
between the ten elements of difficulty and the average reading 
scores were run* and the four elements which showed the closest 
relationship to the criterion of difficulty were incorporated 
Into the formula.* These four elements were: Humber of 
different words, number of prepositions (including duplicates), 
number of words (including duplicates) not occurring in 
Thorndikes list of ten thousand, and the number of simple sen­
tences in seventy-five sample sentences.^ In 193B, the 
investigators revised their formula, leaving out the count of 
prepositional phrases and using the fifteen thousand most
*Tha multiple correlation of these four predictors with 
the criterion was .845. The revision in 1938 raised the 
multiple correlation to .869.
^Mabel Vogel and Omrleton Washbume, *An Objective 
Method of Determining trade Placement of GMldren1® Heading 
Material,** Elementary .School Journal. {January, 1928), xxvlii, 
PP * 373**Bl *
ao
frequently used woyds oh the fhorndike list a# a count of 
X6
commonness.
the Wlnnetka formula made it possible to predict the 
grad© lew1 at which certain hooka Could he read and under­
stood by children in the elementary school grades. In addi- 
tion to using the new technique of correlating elements of 
difficulty in the tm% with the criterion of difficulty based 
on reading ability# these investigators were also the first 
to study scientifically the influence of sentence structure 
on reading difficulty. Ail the previous studies had been 
based on vocabulary alone.
In 193#* hcOlusky carried on an experiment to deter­
mine the characteristics of reading materials representing 
different content fields. He tested college students1 
comprehension of.passages in flation* political' science# 
economies# psychology* and physics. He analysed these 
passages to determine what makes them differ in comprehensi­
bility to readers; and he concluded that the simpler materials, 
such as fiction*■contained more short words* more nouns desig­
nating familiar and concrete objects* and more short sentences 
than the more difficult materials and as many ideas but of 
different quality.
^Carleton Washbume and Mabel Vogel Morphett, “(Jrade 
Placement of Childrens Books** Elementary School Journal. 
awtvlli {(January* 1938), pp. 355**o#*
Be found that the ideas of the more difficult materials
1?were more abstract, technical, and generalised in nature* -
’ Dale and fyler, in 193% conducted an experiment with
admit Wegrom  of limited reading ability*. Recognising the
importance of interest and the degree' to which it can vary
with the content of the reading matter, they chose only one
subject-personal health* this subject had been found by
ISWaplee and fyler to be .of high interest to adults.
Dale and fyler, like Vogel and Washburns, used the 
correlational technique to arrive at a formula which predicted 
the percentage of a group of adults with third** to fifth-grade 
reading ability who were likely to Comprehend certain reading 
materialsr 'the criterion of difficulty used by Dale and; fyler 
was the average comprehensibility of each passage on the basis 
of reading comprehension tests constructed on the passages, 
the three variables that were included in the regression 
equation were numbers of different technical words, number of 
different hard non-technical words, $n& number of intermediate 
clauses**,^
 ^% o  Cl ueky, Howard t. , *A quantitative Analysis of the 
Difficulty of Beading Materials,• journal of Educational 
Research* I December, 193^), xxviil,' pp,:"2?l-82.
^Douglas Waples and Ralph w. fyler, What fson|.o Want 
to Read About* (Chicago: American library Association and 
the University of Chicago Press, 1931), p. 70.
#fhe three factors have a multiple correlation of . Jil 
with difficulty of comprehension as shown by 'the tests*
^%dgar Dale and Ralph W. fyler, *A Study of the factors 
Influencing the Difficulty of Reading Materials for Adults of 
Limited Reading Ability,*1 Library Quarterly* (duly, 193^), iv,
pp.
22
In lf35# the most ambitious and comprehensive study 
in the field of readability was undertaken by &ray and Leary, 
and'published under the title, .What Makes a j^adaMev 
Ifni Ike Dale and fyler, they used a variety of subjects, both 
fiction and non-fiction, looking for stumbling blocks in 
general reading materials that make for difficulty among 
readers of limited ability* their work consisted of review­
ing all 'the past literature on readability, collecting 
opinions of teachers, librarians, and publishers on what makes 
a book readable, and conducting an experiment with adult 
readers on general reading materials to find the relationship 
between their comprehension and the elements of difficulty in 
the text.
From the numerous suggestions of persons working with 
reading and reading materials, and from past studies, about 
eighty elements of difficulty were compiled, '.the forty-four 
which lent, themselves to statistical analysis, were selected 
and correlated with the criterion of difficulty, fhe criterion 
of difficulty was based upon the average comprehension of the 
passages by a group of approximately eight hundred adults, 
fhey arrived at a formula using five variable®:' ^ number of 
different hard wordsj number of first-, 'second-, and third- 
person pronouns; percentage of difficult words; average 
sentence length in words; number of prepositional phrases.##
**fh« multiple correlation between the. five predict ore 
and the criterion was .
The application of the dray-Leary formula divided materials 
into five levels of difficulty* ranging from A {very easy) to 
E (very difficult).20
In 1939, horge, who was looking for a formula which 
would predict difficulty on the basis of grade levels of 
reading* tested the five variables found by Cray and Leary 
against the HoO&ll^Orabbs Standard Test'Lessons In Heading. 
These are -a series of 376 passage© of children1© reading© 
already graded in difficulty on the basis of comprehension 
of questions at the end of each passage.# Lorge arrived at 
a formula which predicted the reading grade level of materials 
by using only three of the five elements used by dray and 
Leary**average sentence length* number of different hard 
word© and number of prepositional phrases. He also found 
that adding another Variable based on a weighted Index de­
rived from the Thorndike frequency count did not change the
21
prediction of his three*variable formulas significantly.
in 193S* Morris© and lolversen developed an "idea 
analysis technique1 for estimating the difficulty of passages. 
They based their Variables upon the kind© of words used in the 
passage, they used the following classification of word©:
20W. S. dray and Bernice E. Leary* . What Hakes & Book 
Readable. (Chicago: University of Ohioago :Friss* 1935)•
multiple correlation between the 3 predictors and the 
criterion was .77*
^Irving Lorge, ^Predicting Heading Difficulty of Selec- 
tions for Children# * Elementary English Hey lew. {Catcher* 1939)* 
'xvl* pp. .229-33.
0 C C C 8  '
simplest; word labels representing fundamental or elemental 
saperienoes in the life of a people in a given culture! such 
es father, water, and homes words also learned early in life 
which differ from the first group in being word ideas which 
are localisms, such as corn, plow, and o^ttlet words signify­
ing concrete ideas, such as filament. Van ftegh, and Iraq;
words signifying abstractness, quality, and states of mind,
22such as platitudes, torrid, and intellectuality.
Lorge also tested these variables against his criterion 
and found that they did not add significantly to his prediction 
based upon the three variables of sentence length, different 
hard words, and prepositional phrases.
In 19**3, Flesch found that the formulas devised by 
dray and Leary and by Lorge did not differentiate well be­
tween levels of difficulty for adult readers of better than 
limited ability. On the basis of Judgment, he divided maga­
zines into five levels of reading difficulty: frue Story,
in his opinion, was simpler than Liberty, which in turn was 
simpler than Reader1a Digest, and so;on. Relating the 
variables used by Lorge and two of his own, a count of
^Elisabeth 0. Morriss and Dorothy Hoiverson, "Idea 
Analysis Technique,"unpublished manuscript, teachers College, 
Columbia University, 193$ (Cited in Hesch1© Marks of Readable 
Style).
%pylng l-orge,, "Predicting Readability, * Teachers 
College Record, (March, 19^), xt, pp.
abstract words and affixed morphemes {prefixes* inflectional 
ending*, and the like}* he f ound that hie two variables and 
the variable of sentence length showed the closest relation* 
ship with his criterion of magazine levels.
tn order to construct a formula which would incur* 
porate a count of these .variables, he used the McC&ll-Crabbs 
■Standard Lessens (previously used by Lorge) for' the lack of 
such a comprehensive criterion on the adult level. Els 
formula included the following three variables: average
sentence length* number of affixed morphemes,^and the number 
of personal references,* He omitted the count of abstract 
words because he found that a correlation of .?8 existed 
between this count and'the count of affixes, thus making 
them closely related in their prediction of difficulty,
fXeeeh continued M s  research ana inl9^8 published 
a second formula* with two parts, the first part* designed 
to measure ^reading ease** had but two elements and was much 
easier to use than M s  earlier formula, the second* designed 
to measure %uman interest** provided the only available 
formula for measuring how ^interesting* writing is to the 
reader,^
t#>[ i' mi wi^ ii *> u i
♦Multiple correlation of ,7^ *
^Rudolf FI each, Harks of Readable Style, (Hew York: 
feaehers College, Columbia University, 19^3)7 feachere
College, Columbia University, Contributions to Education, Ho.
^Budolf fleseh, How to feat Readability, (Hew York: 
Harper and Brothers* if5x1;
While fleech m m  developing M s  fernsulas* Edgar Bale
end Jeanne Chall were working on still another approach to
readability, it m m  Bale who had been one of the first
critics of fhorftdlkMs list* criticising it for its failure
to measure the familiarity of words accurately (and therefore
its suitability for use'in readability formulas), Bale strife’*
senneatly developed several lists based on the familiarity
of words (i.e.* how well readers can define'them) which
have proved very accurate in the determination of how read*
able writing is* the Bale-Chall formula Is second in use
today only to the fleseh method. It is considered to be
highly accurate* yet it Is one of-the simplest* since it has
only two elements: one for words and one. for sentences*
Moreover* It represents perhaps the most satisfactory use of
a vocabulary dement In measuring readability that has yet 
26appeared.
the technique used for constructing the Bale list was 
crude* When 80# of the f©urth*gra&©rs -questioned indicated 
that they knew a word* that word was Included in the list* 
fhie arbitrary cutting off at the 80# point and the lack of 
any measure of the importance of these words make exceedingly
^Idgmr Bale and Jeanne s. Shall, nA formula for 
Predicting.Readability: Instructions,0 Educational Research
{Bhio State-University* X9L8) * xxvll* pp. 11-20*
dubious the wisdom of using individual words in appraising 
the ease or difficulty of material* for purposes , of com* 
putlng a level, of difficulty, however* the percentage of 
words outside this list is a very good index of the diffi­
culty of reading materials, the terms familiar and ^familiar 
describing words are■therefore- used here in a statistical 
sense.
there is, however* a real .plans for a list of im** 
porfant familiar word©.* graded in' about four levels* for use. 
in the preparation of materials for adults of limited reading 
ability, At the .present time Bale and Gh&ll are experiment-* 
lag with such a list. It will include such words as nation, 
and so.on* which tested slightly below the 80# Criterion on 
children, but are Important* and for all practical purpose© 
are probably familiar* to adults* '
the original formula presented by Fieson used the 
technique of counting affixed morphemes as a criterion of 
readability, this method was found to be unsatisfactory to 
many who used it. Bale found that two people making a count 
on the same ©ample would usually come out with a different 
number of affixes. If extreme' care were taken in consulting 
a dictionary'to be certain that no non-affixes were Included* 
he found that the work was too time-consuming.
Bale also felt that the flesch technique of counting 
personal reference was not a reliable index of difficulty,
fills shortcoming was illustrated %  g. 8, Stevens and 
ftraldlns Stone in applying the Fleaeh f swats to Koffha's 
Principles g£ gestalt Kofflta uses a large number
of personal references In his writing, but he is actually 
talking about abstractions and complicated relations. A 
high readability score m m  obtained, however* although' 
foffka is oonsMered by graduate stusents In pcychdlogy to be 
one of the most difficult anthers to
k §m$m st §§M*UMM MMkm st Sfea Bfcia&
Gray $ M  Leary made aoomprehenaive study of the 
readability of .the Bible m  1935- they found that the Bible 
contained'3d,l percentage of different words* which was 
comparable to scores obtained on Robinson Urns os and Huckleberry 
flpn, and which was assigned the level of “easy. * Median 
sentence length for the BIMs was found to be as*| which fell 
at the "average'* level, fie. score for ■percentage of simple 
sentences was 18.0* which was in ‘the■"difficult* level.
Retails of analysis for the occurrence of the other four ele­
ments (number of different hard words* percentage of easy 
words* number of personal pronouns* and number of prepositional 
phrases) m m  not included in this report,. A table showing.
278. 8. Stevens and 0, Stone, "Psychological Writing,
Easy ana Sara. * American Psychologist. 194?, i*» pp. 230-235.
the yesuItg of ail of these Investigations* however* was 
given* it placed the Bible* together with Mobv Mefe. Glmarro; 
a»6 .ai M s l ,  m  ifes. U & S M m  t e U t  at m e  "average* level toy
GO
the occurrence of eight elements of difficulty.
. Fleecb. also studied some portions of the Bible, its
Included an example from Matthew in his hook* How to
fqat- Befidablllty, In this seisetlen he counted 189 words
11 sentences* 1?' "personal" words* 11 "personal" sentences*
IB'words per sentence* 122 syllables per 100 words, 13#
"personal® words* 100# "personal" sentences, fhls gave a
.Reading Ease Score of $1 and a Human interest Score of 79*
these scores converted to Jth grade- level for "leading .Ease ■
29
and ?th grade' for Human Interest.
Other studies concerning readability testing of the 
Bible were not found. As far as could be determined, no 
one has compared the 'two works done in this -study using the 
methods here-employed*
2%. S. tray and 1-emlce 1. Leary, that J 
* iGhlc-ago: University- of Chicago Press,
.Rudolf flesch* How to %sst 
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1* t m  FLESOH fEff OF HEAJDABILlfY
Rsscrlnflon ,of. the feet, the Fleseh test of 
Readability makes use of four criteria of readability and 
results in two readability scores— a reading ease score and 
a "human interest" score, ’ the -criteria' employed are number 
of words per sentence and number of syllables per one hundred 
words for the reading ease score* and number of "personal" 
words per one hundred words and •■number of "personal" nan* 
tenses per one hundred sentences for the "human interest" 
score, these two Scores are converted to reading grade** 
level,^ (Appendix l)
11, 1HE »A$JU3RA24* FORMULA FOR PRERlOflNG HEABABlLIfY
description, gf the feat, the iale-Ghall formula for 
predicting readability considers the two criteria, number 
of words per sentence and number of words not included in 
the Rale list of three thousand words* in -arriving at a
^Rudolf Pleach* Row. To fast .Readability, (Mm York: 
Harper & Brothers* 1951/ 59 "pp.
31
single raw score of readability. This raw score can be
converted to reading grade-level* I Appendix II)
III, SiMFlES SOTBiSD
Method of ^electing Samples. fieeoh suggested 25 to
50 samples from a hook as being sufficient*^ ielfiste^ pointed
m t  that when a more exact grading of hooks is desired*
lOCUword samples, every tenth page will: probably give a more
reliable measure, hale and Shall also suggested using a
■ §IQO-word sample every tenth page.
In this study a sample of one-hundred words was taken 
from the first column of every fifth page of the lew testament 
of the lew Standard Revision* Each sample was located accord* 
Ing to the hook* chapter,, and verse at which, if began. Fifty- 
eight samples were thus extracted. In the ling dames Version 
the same number of .samples was drawn*-each beginning at the 
same book* chapter, and verse as those from the Hew Standard 
Eevision. In this way the same context matter was studied in 
each work. A sample was taken every fifth page instead of
Edgar Pale and Jeanne S* Shall, *A formula for Predict­
ing Bead&Mlity, * Educational Beeearcft Bulletin. Ohio State 
University, X X V X 1 , b r u s h y * pp. 11X20, 37-5^*
%■
■■fleseh, o&. SIS** P- 1
^Bertha V. heiflste, ttAn Investigation of the Bella- 
hility. of the Sampling' of leading Material, n doumal og
* Educational. Bees arch*' XXXVII' (February, .
%hls ant Ohall, elt*, p, 3f,
r
every tenth as suggested because* due to the physical make-up 
of the volumes studied* (there are more words per page than 
are found In most .books), it was felt that the reliability 
would be more accurate,
fmmtqm jm mrnms of ym
t* m e ' itsioh. feet ?t ' ■
fsctoigiie*. The -data using the. fiesoh method Is 
■shown on fables I uni IX. the following procedure was
. f a l l o w e d *  J ' •
r
■On every fifth’page of the Mew Testament of the *
Mew Standard Revision, a sample of one hundred words was 
taken, the number of sentences in each sample was counted 
together with the number of syllables in each sample.
the average sentence■length was next computed by 
totaling the number of sentences in all the samples, divid­
ing the sum by the number of samples* which quotient was 
then divided into one hundred.
The average number of syllables per one hundred words
was then computed by adding the number of syllables In all
«
the sample* and dividing the sum by the number of samples.
then the average sentence length was multiplied by 
the constant, 1.015* and the number of syllables per one 
hundred words was multiplied by the constant, . 84*6. These 
two products were next added together and their sum sub­
tracted from the constant, 206.835, the resulting difference 
being the reading ease score for the New Standard Bevislon.
3%
In order to further describe the technique* the first
sample from each teat is quoted below.
Matthew J:i? <Klng Barnes Version)
Vf think not that 1 am dome to destroy the law* 
or m e  prophets : I am not come to destroy, but
to fulfil*
IS For verily I say unto you, fill heaven and 
earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no 
wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled.
19 Whosoever■ .therefore shall break , one of these 
least oowandments,:.'and.'shall.-:teaeh'men so, he 
shall be called the least in the kingdom of 
heavens but whosoever shall do and teach them, 
the same shall be called great in the kingdom 
of heaven*
20 For I cay unto you, that except* your 
righteousness shall exceed the righteousness 
of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in me 
case enter Into the kingdom of heaven.
this one hundred word sample ends at the asterisk.
the sample contains five sentences* one hundred twenty-five
syllables* twelve ^personal* words* and five - "personal*
sentences.
fhie would mean that the average sentence length for
this sample would be twenty words per sentence, the reading 
ease score for this sample would be computed as follows:
1.015 % m  £■ 20.300
,BH x 125 ~ 105.75
20.300 / 105.75 5 124.05
206.835 * 3.26.05 s g0.?85
"the "human interest* score would be computed m  follows;
. 3*63! x 12 b ^ M 2
.31^ x 108 - 31.^
31*^0 4 ^3.62 t 75.02
fhe reading ease score of 80.785 can la converted to 
.a gya&e**l0veX score for reading of fifth grade if referring 
to fable VIII* the. "human Interest1* '.score fall# at the sixth, 
.grade level.
fh© corre©ponding sample taken from the Hew Standard
Bevleion is Quoted below.
17 "think not that t hare come to abolish the 
law and. the prophets;' I hare come not to abolish 
them but. to fulfil them. IS for truly* I .say to 
you*'till hear eh and'earth pass away* not an 
iota* not a dot* will, pass from the law until 
all is accomplished. 19 Whoever then relates on© 
of the‘least of these commandments and teaches 
men' so, shall be called least in the kingdom of
heaven; but he who does them and teaches them
shall be called great in the kingdom of heaven*
20. for 1 tell you, .unless your righteousness ex­
ceeds that* of the scribes and Pharisees* you 
will never enter the.kingdom- of heaven*8
fMs one hundred word sample ends at the asterisk.
the sample contains five sentences (for an average sentence
length of twenty words),, one hundred thirty-one syllables,
nine "personal* words* and five "personal*' sentences* the
reading ease score for this sample would be computed as
follows;
1.015 X 20 * 20.300 
.$M> X 131 S 110.821
20.300 / 110.826 = 131.126 
206 .835 - 131.126 = 7S. 709 
the “human interest* score would fee computed &e 
foilowes
3.635 x 9 £ 32.715
• 314 % 100 £ 31.400
32* ?15 ~ 31.^0 - ^ 0 3 4
She reading eate score of 75.709 is converted to a 
grade*>Xevei score for reading of sixth grade, the '’human 
Interest1 score falls at the seventh or eighth grade level, 
Ooaput&tion of the reading ease and "human interest* 
scores for the flftjr^elght samples from the King James 
feralon Is ae foil owes
total imaher of sentences s 33^
Average sentence length £ 17.391 
. total number of syllables st 7577 
Humber of syllables per 100 words £ 130.63
1.015 x 17,391 * 17*652
.8#6 x 130.63 * 108.56
17.652 / 108.56 ts 126.212
206.835 * 126.212 s 80,623 
total number of ^personal words s 1019 
Humber of ^personal* words per 100 words £ 17.56
total number of *per©0B&I sentences s 2|9 
Humber of p^ersonal** sentences per 100 sentences st ?7.5
3*#35 x 11*5# * #3*83 
,314 % 77*5 - 24.33 
#3*33 / 24.33 sr 88,1# 
the reading ease so ore for the Hew testament of the 
King Barnes Version'is 80.#23 ant the -%um&n interest1* score
is as. a#.
Computation of the reading ease and %umau interest* 
snores for the fi£ty#*eighi samples from the Hew Standard 
Eerislon la as follows;
fetal number of. sentences £ 329 
Average sentence length m 1?.#3? 
total number of syllables X 7443 
Humber of syllables per 100 words'ss 128.32
1.015 Mt?.$3T d 17.90 
.84# * 128,32 - 108*5#
17.90 / 108,5# U 12#,4#
20#. 835 - 12#. 4#0 s .10,171. 
fetal, number of •peraoaal1 words x. 1022 
Humber of ^personal* words per 100 word© 3 17*#2 
total number of ^personal* sent eases x 2|#
Humber of ^personal* sentences par 100 sentences m 77*8
table I
ANALYSIS OF 58 100-W0RD SAMPLES FROM THE KINO JAMES VERSION 
0SINO TIE FLE8CH TEST OF READABILITY
Number
Humber .of
look Humber Humber of “Per­ “Per­
Chapter,
Vers#
of Sen-* of Syl­ sonal * sons!
teaces lables Words Sentei
Matthew
5:17 5 125 12 5$%xk 5 122 17 5
12543 7 13? 17 6
16:13 8 134 29 8
20:20 6 122 25 ■5
24:3 8 120 15 8
26:57 6 187 IS 1
Mark
1:29 6 129 22 0
5535
9:9
4 111 22 2
5 121 ' 19 4
12:13 7 183 28 5




4 123 19 1




10:25 129 26 7
13:10 6 138 20 2
17:20 8 123 IB 8
20:45 5 130. 12 3
223:44 6 126 13
J ohn
2:13 6 ' 127 12 2
4:46 1 133 23 3
8:48 % 128 29 9
12:9 6 12$ 19 1
16:12 9 118 24 9
20:11 5 129 85 2
ACtS
4 42:29 128 21
7:9 8 133 22 8
105 9 4 125 7 0




















1753^ 9 19® 23 1
21:27 3 133 19 3
7Ui$ 7 X4§ 16
Bemaris
15 28 3 172 7 3
7:4 5 l a 13 5
11:25 7 190 15 7
16:1? 9 130 19 9
1 ^orlatM&ne ■
6?9 7 196 16 7
11:23 6 118 18 6
16:1 5 ' 139 20 5
11 Corl^thleiis
7:5 6 137 22 6
13:5 7 118 21 7
fsla'tiene
5:16 7 19? 7 7
EgkBBlmM
6:5 7 136 17 7
Oolosaiaits 
1:3 . 3 112 . 17 3
I Ihess&loniane
2:17 5 132 22 5
1
1:3 . 5 19® 7 5
11 ftmotfcr
2:14 ft 197 7 9
Hebrews
1:1 2 - • 123 • 16 2
8:8 3 ' . 129 16 3
13:18 5 126 18 5
|:12 ,7 120 17 7
<jL#* dr©^ '®3P
1:3 2 155 7 2
I John





















It 17 6 140 It * 6-
Beirelatioa 
6s 1 1 11? id ■5"
13:1 3 117#W» *■* f ■12 3
19:1 5 131 15 5
totals 33* 7577 1019 259
Mesa number of sentences z 5.75
Average sentence Xengtfe z If*391
Number of •personal1 words per
100 words s 17.56
Humber of ^personal* sentences per
100 sentences m 77*5
2ABLS 21
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took' lumber • lumber of “Per­ “Per- *
Chapter* of Sen* ■. of Syl­ sonal H eonal*
Verse tenets lables Words Sentenced
Jude
1:1? 9. . ■ 13#' 21 9
Revelation
6:1 6 123 11 6
k13:1 k 122 6
19:1 7 i m 15 7
Totals 329 7*W 1022 256
Neaa number of sentences % 5.6?
Average sentence length * 1?*#?
Humber of “personal® words per.
loo words * 17.62
Humber of “personal*1 sentences per 
100 sentences % 77.8
3*035 * 55 *3♦**
% T t M  '*
I3.li' / .* as.2k
The vm&ing ease 0001*# for the New testament of the
New Standard Herts ion is 80.375 and the human interest scare
1# 88*24*
the reading east and haman interest scores for each of 
the first fmw D>doko (the Ooepels) of each version were eoja~ 
puted by extracting the samples for each hook from the total 
sampling, these scores were arrived at as follows:
a&s&gl ia  St. istBSK. Slag, iam a SseiLob
Average sentence length s 15-55
Number of syllables per 100 words ~ 125,71
1.015 * 15-55 - 15.783
.846 x 125.71 # 106.351
15.783 / 106.351 * I22.I34
206.835 v 122.134 s 64.701 » reading ease score
Number of •personal* words per 100 words *> 19.00
Number of “personal* sentences per 100 sentences = 91.55
3.635 X 19.00 s 69.065
.314 x 91.55 4 28.75
69.065 / 28.75 * . 97.815 s human interest
Score
I mml t£  Si- i$az*» Um Js®®* Version
average sentence length £ 17.86
thusber of syllables per 100 words * 129.00
45
1.011 X 17.86 e 18.13 
,84$ x 127.00 s 107.134 
18.13 / lOf.134 * 127.264
206.836 * 127,264 s 79.67 st reading ease score 
Number of speronal* words per 100 words « 23.4 
Number of “personal* sentences per 100 sentences s 42.86
3.635 x 23.40 # 86,06 
.314 x 42.86 * 13,46
85.06 / 13.46 2 98.52 s human interest score
assEsi mms&m. ia §i- issa* iijs issgi %sB&agL
Average sentence length # 16.67
Humber of syllables per 100 words $ 126.12
1.015 x 16.67 #; 16.92 
.846 x 126.12 = 106.70
16.92 / 106,7® * 123.62
206,835 ** 113*631 * 83.213 « readtag s&se score
Stta&er of “personal** w o M s  per 100 words * 16.75
Htimfcer of ^personal* seotenGe® par 100 sentences «- 62.50
3.635 z 16.75 * 60*87 
.2WA-* 6.2*50' * If.63
60.8f 4 19.63 * 88*62 # bm&n tatoreat &mw$
m  is.* gate* s i« . Jastt issaftaa
Atreraga aentenao Icmgtk $ 14*. 29
Sttikr of syllables par 100 words & 127,16
46
,1.015 x 14.29 s 14.50 
,$46 % * 197. |8
14.50 / 107.58 s 122,08
206.835 * 122,0$ a $4.755 a reading ease
score
Sumter of "personal “ words per 100 word# *- 22.00
Sumter of "personal* sentences per 100 sentences 5 61.90
3.635 x 22.00 = 79,9?
.314 * 61.90 s 19.44
79.97 / 19.44 * 99.41 * human Interest score
Ooep.tl MMttXMm,- S& H *  Msk M ssMk w
Average sentence length * 16.67
Number of syllables per 100 words s 126.00
I.0I5 * 16.67 * 16.92 
,846 x 126.00 = 106.596
16.92 / 106.596 * 123.516
206.835 *' 123.516-'* 83.319 — reading ease score 
Humber of "personal * word# per 100 words s 18.28
Humber of "personal* sentences per 100 sentences * 91.20
3.635 x 18.28 ■#' 86.45 
.314 x 19.20 « 28,64
66,45 / 28,64 * 95.09 - human interest score
SasesI ssssSSas Sa M*' H a  llaMai'ft jey,m a n
Average sentence length « 15*625 
Number of syllable# per 100 words * 124,80
4?
1.015 * I5.425 » 15. Si 
.844 % 124.80' * 104. ?8
15.81 / 104.78 a 180*14
204,835 * 120.44 a ii.l05 s reading.ease so ore 
Ittstber of “personal* words per 100 words ■» 20. 2
Ntraber of “personal* seateaces per 100 sentence# a 46,875
3.435 s 20.20 a 73.43
.314 x ■44.S75 « 14.72
73*43 / 14.72 a 88.13 # imman interest score
ffiogpei. $eeordliig .to St. Lake, lew Standard levMLon 
Average sentence length & 17*78 
luisher of syllables per 100 words ■» 123.42
1.015 * 17*78 18,05
.844 x 123.42 * 104.3a 
18.05 / 104,58 #122.73
20i.835- "122. 43 ~ 84. 203 s reading; ease score
Hu»ber of “personal15 words per 100 words ■*■ 15*375 
Member of “personal5 sentences per 100 sentences » 62,22
J .633 e 15.371 4 55*8$.
", *314 % 12. 28 n If .54 
.|5*8f.. / 19,54 3 -13*4# * hmmsii interest score
Sagan, i& II* istet sm'-$s&h $m  m m m m .
Average $ea% m m  length « 17.14
Mumber of syllables per 100 words ~ 122.0
ml.Ot$ X 17.10 S 17.*0 
.8^6 & 122.00 » 103.21 
17.kO / 103.21 n 120.61
206.835 - 120.61 s 86.225 s Wading *»«»
score
number of ^personal* words per 100 words * 26.6?
Mumber of *personal* sentences pot1 100 sentences « 7#,29
3.631 31 21*67 *
.31^ * 7Kz$ p 23.33
fl,f$ / 23*33 ■» 120*.2^  & human Interest
m o m
Heeulte. the raw<*eQore results using the ■ ITeseh method 
and converted grade levels are shown on fable V.
11. fm wm^mrn  ^fmmm mu ummonm m&jomzum
fe.olmifl.tte* the data using the Oale^Ohall method Is 
shown oti fable# 111 and If. Employing the- same two samples 
a# were used to Illustrate. the fleech method If ages 3h and 
35) 1 the following scores would be computed?
fJMre&api* beginning at .Matthew. |t 17, King, lames Version* 
contained 12.2 words* ■ there were four sentences in the sample, 
fifteen words were hot on the- ®ale list of 3000 words, the 
average sentence length was thirty~one words, the ‘hale-score* 
.Chamber of words not on the hale list divided by the number' of 
words in the sample times one. hundred) was 1|. the average
sentence length (|1). jmXtitllet by the constant* .049|S*f 
equalled 1.J376, the #8*1.#,* score* (13) multiplied by the 
constant* ,11 ?9* equalled 2,0327/ the two latter products 
<1*5376 and 2.052?) added to the constant*_3*6365* equalled 
7.2268* which was the formula raw-score. fhls raw*score 
would be converted to a grade-level reading score of 9-10th 
grade according to fable 5IX,.
fhe sample beginning at Matthew JM?* Hew Standard He- 
vision* contained 113 words, there were four sentences In 
the sample* thirteen words were not on the Dale .list of 3000 
words, the average sentence length was twanty*$i.ght words, 
the *Pal&»s&0?$* was twelve, the average sentence length 
(20) multiplied by the constant* .0496* equalled 1,3888. the 
•DaXe-eecre1* <12} multiplied by the constant* .1579* equalled 
1.8948. the. two latter products (1.3888 and 1.8948) added to 
the constant* 3.6365* equalled 6.9201* which was the formula 
raw-sc ore. this raw-score would be converted to a grade-level 
reading score of 7-8th grade according to fable XX.
the B&le-Ch&ll formula raw* so ores for the fifty-eight 
samples was made by computing the mean formula raw*score, 
thus* the total of the formula for -the fifty-eight
samples from the King lames Version was 450,9381. Dividing 
this by,fifty-eight resulted in the'average raw-score for the 
samples* which was ?,??. fhe, corrected grade-level for this 
r&w-aeore was 9-10th grade*
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flie total of the raw-soaree for the Hew Standard Kettelea 
was 335*0849, which, when divided hy fifty-eight, became 
6*64, the corrected grade-level for this rsw-aeore was 
7-8th grade.
the Paie-Ghall formula raw-scores for each of the four - 
Gospels of the two versions were computed by extracting samples 
for each of those hooks, finding their totals and their mean 
formula soores as follows:
g&BBfe- MMm Mm M  Si* Matthew, King '|iig£ Ib i M B
SigBSl .Is SI* Jta& SSgff lists BtatMft
total formula raw-score « 33*8119 
Kean formula raw-so ore « ...6,7624
tenH. is at. ;fcaaat» S i m  I a s i  I ^ A a i
total formula raw-score a 55*0948 
Kean formula raw-score - 6.8869 
Gogpel to John, King J
MQQ^dlBE IS. it* iSllte* I S  glMgard fleyJjjjgn
fetal, formula raw-score - 49.2038 
Kean formula raw-acore 5? 7.0291
total formula raw-sc ore tt 43*6998 
Kean formula raw-score * . f,.2t§33
total formula raw-seore m" 44,24531 
Mean formula raw-score - 6,.320f
Oim p X  m $ M M m  M  §&- teSi-IM  K M M A
total formula faw-seore ?■ 29*6032 
Mean formula raw-eeere « . jjf
according to It. -tiSlh **ew standard Revision 
total, .formula raw-soere « 48,7381 
Mean formula, raw-aaore a '6,,.0922;
.iiistl i s e m M m  i a n ^  isM» I s  Ifaaftaga
total formula raw-seore m 
Mean formula raw-score - 5* 7187
Results. the raw score results using the Pale-Ohall 
method and converted grade levels are shown on fable V,
TABLE V
READABILITY SCORES AND GRADE LEVELS OF READING 
FOR THE KING JAMES VERSION AH® f8t NEW STANDARD REVISION
IIm  i.mm Bgilsa SK-Sasiasi ssx





flteeh m 84. ?01 6th 83-319 6 th
.Hattliew Fleseh MI 97.811 |«h 95.09 5th
hale-ihall ?.02fl 9-10th 6.3207 ?»8th
Heseli MS 79.57 7th 86.195 6 th
Earle fie gel MI 98.52 5th 88.15 6th
Pale^Ohall 6.7624 ?-8th 5.9206 5»6th
Heseh IE 83.215 6th ' 89.205 6th
Luke n**<& pi 80.52 6th 75.93 7th
Bale^ghali 6.8869 , 7-8 th 6.0922 ?—8th
Flesch HE 84. ?55 6 th 86.225 6tb
liesoh HI 99.% ' 5th '120,28 *5th
hale-<-GhaiI 7.2833 9-10th 5.718? 5-6 th
fetal. FSLesgp 11 80.623 6 th 80.375 6th
Hew fisrnh II 88.16 6th 88.24 6th
testament hale-*0hall 7.77 9410th 6.64 ?-8th
^Flesch does not provide a grade-level for scores above 100.
M  s Heading Ease 
HI a Human Interest
tsmn v
m m t m  m m m B t o m  ■ 
i. m m m m '
Th® Eing i m m  fertim  of theSlbl# and fie Hew 
Standard Mmi&lm. of the IIMe were .istamimed to determine 
th© readability ®f the two work*. fM© was done by apply*** 
log the flea oh feet of Headability and the Dale-ChaH 
Formula for fredleilng BeMsbiXity to eaoh version. Eeada- 
MXIty raw-score# were computed on fifty-eight sample© from 
the Mew Testament of each Bible* In addition* readability 
scores were obtained for each of the four'gospel® in ©aoh 
work* These readability r&v-seor## were then converted to 
grade-level of reading. The grade-level of reading was th® 
final bael® for comparing the parts of the two Bibles that 
■were measured.
Th# readability raw-score® resulting from this In­
vestigation* together with the corrected grads-Xevei# of 
reading* were presented In fable V,
Ho difference in grade^level of reading w&« shown to 
exist between th# sections of the two works that were measured 
using th® Fleeoh method except in th# Gospel According to 
St* lark where the reading .ease grade level was seventh for 
the El mg James Version and sixth 'for the Mew .'Standard,. Be vision.
ffce * h m m  interest1 grade-level was fifth t m  th# King 3 m m  
Version ant sixth for the H#w Standard Revision, and in the 
teepel According to St. Utits til# reading ease gr&de-leveXs 
ware th# same for sach version} but til# thu®an interest** 
grade-level was sixth for th# King James ftrsion ant seventh 
f or' the Hew Standard Eevislofv*
Using the Haie^ihail method* in ail eases the King 
James feral on was found to have a higher grade-level than 
the Hew Standard Be vision, except for the gospel According 
to St. Buke In which the grade levels were the same*
fhe criteria considered by the two methods used stay 
be said to account for the above discrepancy in the results.
Both methods employed the criterion of sentence length* The 
Flesoh method also used number of syllables, number of ^personal* 
words* and per cent of ^personai* sentences ms criteria for 
readability. Since the Fleseh method showed no difference be­
tween the reading grade-lev els of the two works* wo may say 
that no difference exists between the criteria employed by 
the Fie ©oh method in the two Bibles, the Bals-Chall method 
used the criteria of sentence length and vocabulary load. Since 
sentence length was a criterion common to both techniques* the 
difference of one grade level of reading shown by the Bmle-dhmll 
method might be considered to represent & difference between 
the vocabularies of the two Biblat.
IX. GGKCft^OM
It may be said In conclusion that m  difference la 
readability can be shown to. exist between the king 4 m m  
Version of the Bible and. the Hew Standard Revision of the 
Bible except for a- different# in vocabulary* as measured 
by the Dale-ChaXl Formula for Predicting Readability, this 
difference showed the Hew Standard Revision to be one grate- 
level of reading below the King 4 m m  Version.
in. sis®sfxoHS for w n m m  s m m
this study* by Indicating possible significant differ­
ence between the vocabulary level# of the King James Version 
and the Hew Standard Revision of the Bible* suggests that 
further investigation into the vocabularies of the two works 
might be undertaken to provide further information concerning 
this aspect of readability.
A study might also be done which would compare the 
results of reading excerpts from the two works with results 
of standardised reading achievement tests using a control 
group and an experimental group.
1 I 1 . k I  $ Jl 1  & s. 5  I
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APPENDIX I
t h  i% m m  test of
Eu&oi f Flesoh
Beatable, according to most tiatlonaries, means 
"easy or interesting to read.® So the readability test 
has two parts. One part fives you a score of "reading ease*- 
m. estimate of the ease with which a reader is going to read 
and under stand a piece of writing. The other part of the 
teat gives you a score of "human' interest*1— an estimate of 
the human Interest that presentation (rather than subject) 
will have for the reader,: Together* ■ the two so ore a give 
you an estimate of both aspects of readability.
M 3 ;  3fe&$ M  M 0PM M *
If your piece of writing is reasonably short, or if 
you want to be as exact as possible in your readability
estimate,- apply 'the readability test to all" the material. 
Otherwise, it Is more practical' to take samples*
B m  M  £ M M  iMMSrn
It you take samples* be sure to take enough for a 
fair test. Ordinarily*1 three to five samples of an .article 
and 25 to 30 of a book will'
Don* t try to pick ^good# or # typical'1* samples; take 
them at random* It is hast to go by a strictly numerical, 
scheme. For instance* take every third paragraph of a short 
article or every other page of a longer piece*. But donH 
use the introductory paragraphs of your piece as samples! 
usually they are not typical of the style of the whole 
place. If you want to test the readability of the introduce 
tlon* test It separately*
fake samples of 100 words each* Start each sample 
at the beginning of a paragraph.
m m  m  s m m  m m m
Count each word in your piece of writing* If you are 
using samples, take each sample and count each word in it up 
to 100* After the 100th word* put a pencil mark*
Count as a word all letters* numbers, or symbols* or 
groups of letters, numbers, or symbols* that are surrounded 
by white space* Count contractions and hyphenated words as 
one word* for example* count each of the foil owing as one 
word: jJM, SS*i22» &&., 0* 0. D* * wouldn*1. week-end.
gas la s i m m  i m  t m s & &  m s m s m m  k s m m
As/your next step* figure the average number of words 
In your sentences. If you test a whole piece of writing* this 
means that you count all the sentences and then divide the 
number of words by the number of sentences* rounding off the
result* For example* if yea have 183 words and f sentences, 
the average' sentence length la 20.
If you are using samples, count the number of sentences 
in each sample; then add the number of sentences in all samples 
and divide the number of words in. .ail samples by the total 
number of sentences*
In a 100**wrd sample* the lG0*wo?& mark will usually 
'fall in the middle of a sentence. Count such a sentence as 
one .of those in your sample, if the- 100-word mark falls after 
more than half of the-words in it I otherwise, disregard it.
For example* the sentence, this was not the case * should he 
counted in if the loo*word mark falls after the word not, 
but disregarded If the ■ IQO-woM marks falls before If.
If you had three IGO-word samples, containing 3*. 9* 
and 7 sentences* your average sentence length would be 300 
divided by 19* or 16 words* .'■
In counting sentences* -count,as a sentence each unit 
of thought that_ is- grammatically independent of another sen* 
fence or clause* - if if a and Is marked by a period* question 
mark* exclamation-'point* ■ -semicolon* -or colon. incomplete 
sentences or sentence fragments are also to be counted as 
sentences* for exawle*' count m  'two. sentences* Mhat did 
5fet Minister talk atfontt lliu Count as two sentences t
hsxsk Is. Sffi. &S£kt>.S$±, 1 S M I  B£i want. Gount as three
sentencesi 7herq. pxp two
A* M M  M° SMMMim- &■ M  M  imsmiMA’ Count a* 
two sentences! Result: Hoho&y came. Rut count as one
sentence only: ie reglsterea. but he djf not vote, (fw©
independent clauses, combined into a compouned sentence with 
only a comma.) Count as one sentence: There were ffiiyee
oeoole .mSSSl1 Hary, Robert, and John, (the words after 
the colon are not a separate unit of thought.) Count as one 
sentence: fM.S. p*.o:3*fit M  auppoeea to: (&) e£Ov3..M trgM lagi
(to) stimulate suggestions. (No part of tbla la an independent 
clause. Oount such material as o m  sentence even if it is 
paragraphed.)
In dialogue* count the words he said, or other speech, 
-tags as part of .the quoted sentence to which they are attached, 
For example* count as one sentence:- jj£ yald:• *‘I have to go. *
Count also as one sentence: "Sfaatls £11 s m  well, “ && £g& U «d
Showing olearly that M  dldn*^ believe a woyfl jg£ what Hi eald.
How to Figure the Average Word Length
As your next step* figure the average word length in 
syllables, fo do that, count all syllables and divide the 
total number of syllables by the number of words. In the 
formula, this measure is-'expressed-as the number of syllables 
per hundred words; therefore, multiply your'result by 100.
If you use 100*.word samplee, count the total number 
of syllables in all your samples and divide 'by -the number of 
samples,
Both ways you will gat the number of syllables per 
hundred words.
Count syllables the-way you pronounce the word; e.g., 
asked has one syllable, George*a two, determined three* and 
pronunciation five. Count- the number of syllables in symbols 
and figures according to the way they are normally read aloud* 
e.g., two for J> {8dollar04*) * three for K.F.ff,. (*are-*eff-*des#)* 
.and four for jffid (“nineteen sixteen11). However, if a 
passage contains lengthy figures or more than a few, your 
estimate will be more accurate if you leave these figures out 
of your syllable count; in a XOO-word sample, be sure to add 
instead a corresponding number of words after the 100-word 
mark.
If in doubt about syllabication rules, use any good 
dictionary.
Count, the syllables in all the words, even if this 
may seem •unfair,*' e.g., in such words as ys&stahlsis or 
Cfelffornia, Otherwise* your estimate will not be comparable 
to statistical estimates of other materials. '
As'a practical shortcut, '-count ■«!! syllables except 
the first in all words of more than: one syllable; then add 
the total to the- number of words tested, it -is also helpful 
to Hread silently aloud*-while, counting.
72 .
8m  M  f M  I @ B  S m i l M  M i  Score
to find your Heating Ease Score, after you tore found
the are rage sentence length In'wards and the ntutber of
syllables per 100 words, use this formula;
Multiply the average sentence length 
by l.Pljl
Multiply the nusfcer of syllables per
loo. words It * .........
Add . . ..
Subtract this sum from 20$,§35
tmr Beading Ease Score Is ......
fhe Beading Base Score will put your piece of writing 
■on a scale between_0 (practically unreadable) and 100 (easy 
for any literate person), w m f POES *88 BEapJM ease 8C0BE 
MEAU?
fo interpret your Beading Ease Score, use fable vi.
It shows you, for seven brackets of scores,- a description of 
the style*' magasim $  where such writing is usually found, and 
the typical figures for sentence length and word length.
If you want to translate your scores Into grade levels, 
see table v m .
Sow it comvt * S m m si i s s m *
fo find your Human Interest Score* first count the 
number of "personal words® per 100 words. If you are testing 
a whole piece of writing* divide the total number of "personal
words" by the total number of words and multiply by 10Q.
If you use XG0<*word samples, count the "personal words* In 
each sample and divide the total number of "personal words® 
In all samples by the number of samples*
"Personal words* are:
(1) All firsts, second*-, and tbir&*perso« pronouns 
except the neuter pronouns & &  its, itself., and the pronouns 
they, them, their, theirs* themselves if referring- to things 
rather than people, for example, count the word ■ them in the 
eentence, When I saw Jig£ gagen.t.a, I SssSZ M 9M>
hut not in the sentence, I looked t m  the booke bat couMn’t 
find them.
However, count |ie, foist. hi,s. and she, her, hers 
always, even where these words refer to animals or inanimate 
objects.
(a) All words that , have masculine or feminine natural 
gender; e.g., John Jones, Bag, lather, gl&ter, Agemgn, 
octrees. Do not count commonagea&er words like .fjeaeher. 
doctor, employee, assistnnt. spouse, even though the gender 
may be clear from the context. Count singular and plural 
forms.
Count a phrase like bwigfat D. glsenhower
as one “personal word* only. (Only the word bwlght has 
natural masculine gender.) Mr. ffmlth contains one "personal
word® with natural genderi namely*... Hg*; jUsa j^wr #> donee 
contains two; namely, Mlfoi ant Mary . •
(3) the group words .people (with the plural verb) 
and M M *
M m  po Count "Personal Benteaati®
As your next step, count the number of “personal 
sentences* per ICO sentences.
if you are testing a whole piece of writing* divide 
the total number of “personal sentences® by the total number 
of sentences and multiply by 100. if you w e  samples, divide 
the number of "personal sentences* in all your samples by the 
number of sentences in all your samples and multiply by 100. 
"Personal sentences1 are;
(1) Spoken sentences, marked by quotation marks or 
otherwise* often including speech tags like “he said," set 
off by colons or commas; for example; "J, doubt t$. “ ,Wjg & M
m m  *%m s m . %&*. is. m  i m ?& as- * mgais m  mmu$. ms. 
AieUs&UfiBaf* M  &sfeM. Aa aeiM at f&ei jg&fc
obviously MSMll-
But don11 count as "personal sentences41 those that 
include quoted phrases* like fhe Senator accused the 
Administration of doing an "about fome.* DonH count indirect 
duotatiom, like $he. mm.. M M  H
Scant all the sentences included In long quotations* 
as In Example 2U
{2} Questions* commands* requests, and other sentences 
directly addressed to the reader*.,. For example; Jliggt AMJ* 
eound M m k m  ifefel ifei n m m * £& M i  Ityat
Biss* .in iMidMia, M s m  susss* ffeij, m
ImkBMk mi Mm mMmA. '^ Im  msm '&m MIX*
(3) i&eiamstlone* For example: IJftg unbelievable!
m  iraTOatloalii" incomplete sentencet, or sentence 
fragmentsj whose full meaning has to he inferred from the 
Context* Ixamples: .hoe.sn* t know .a -word qf .English, Hac&gemq*
£me&*. lifeu JS& la*
lai HE* BE doubt about that, t w§& going £o.
If a sentence fits two or more of these definitions*
count It only once#
How Jo FJM J&tg. ISSiS IaM3a.g| g-S.gE.9
to find your Human Interest Score* after you hare 
counted ‘personal words1* and ‘personal sentences,# use this 
formula:
Multiply the number of ‘personal words# 
per 100 words by 3#635 **«*♦■*
Multiply the number -of ‘personal 
. sentences# per 100 sentences by *31**.
the total is your Human Interest 
Score
fiie M m m  Interest Soore will put your pi wee of 
wrltlng on a scale between 0 (nohuman Interest) and 100
,(full of .itusi&it interest)^
fo interpret your Human Interest Score, use fable VII. 
It ahowa you, for fire braoMets of *eo#rea#.a deeeriptioif of 
the style, magazine# w&er# such writing is usually found, 
and the typical figures '.for- ^ personal0 words' and sentences. 
tf f m  want'to translate your. scores-into grade lards, see 
fable nt$*
i•
■ sable n :
RESCRIPT!OS OF SIUI, TXF16A1 MAGAZINE, TIPICAL NUMBER 
Of SYLLABLES FIR 100 WORDS* AND TXPICAL 
AVERAGE SENTENCE LENGTH fOR FLESCH READING EASE SCORES
Reading   - Syllables Average
Base Description Typical per 100 Sentence
Score of Style Magazine Words Length
90 to 100 Very Easy ©08100 123 8
so to 90 Easy Pulp fiction 131 11
70 to 80 Fairly -Easy Slick fiction 139' 14
60 to 70 Standard Digests, Tims. ' 
Mass non-fiction
1*7 17





3© to $0 Difficult Academic,
Scholarly
167 25







DESCRIPTION OF STYLE, TYPICAL MAGAZINE, TYPICAL PERCENTAGE 
OF' "PERSONAL* WORDS, AH© TYPICAL PERCENTAGE
of m m n m m  w m  f lb sch *mmm interest* scores
Interest







m  to 100 Braa&ile Flotion * *9 X f IS
40 to 40 Highly
.lutaroitiag
ss&l $ m w . .10 43
20 to 40 Interesting Mgeste*' fine ? 15
10 to 20 Mildly Inter-
eating
trade 4 5
0 to 10 ©nil SoientifiOi 2 0
Professional
t a b l e r a i
GRADE IEVEL, GRADE COMPLETED, AND THE PERCENTAGE OF ADULTS 
IN THE B H m P  STATES REPRESENTED BY 
FLISGB READING EASE AND "HUMAN INTEREST* SCORES
Reading Ease .
OF Human Grade Grade Percent
Interest Score Level Completed U.S. Adults
90 to 100 5 th Ath 93
80 to 90 6th 5th 91
?0 to BO 7tfa >, 6th 88
40 to ■ ?0 8-9fh 7th or 8th .grade 83
50 t# 60 10-12th Some high school 5G
30 to 50 13-lSth High school or 
some college
33




Edgar Bale and Jeanne S. Shall
Selecting Samples i
fake approximately ISO words about every tenth page 
for books.
for articles, select about four 100-word samples 
per 21.000 words*
Space these samples evenly* For passages of 
about 200 to 300 words, analyse the entire 
passage* Hover begin or end a sample In the 
middle of a sentence.
labeling fork Sheet:
Enter such information as title* author, publisher* 
date of publication, etc., regarding the sample 
to be appraised.
Counting the Humber of Words:
A. Count the total number of words in the
sample.
B. Count hyphenated words and contractions
as one word.
C. Count numbers as words.
10 Is one word.
194? is one word.
B. Count compound names of persons and places 
' as one word.
St. John, fan Suren, del Bio, be Bran, and
so on are each counted as one word.
E. Bo not count initials which are part of a
name as separate words.
John F. W,' St. John is counted as two words—
John and F. W. it. John.
F. Record the number of words under No. 1 of the
work sheet.
Counting the Humber of Sentences.
A. Count the number; of complete: sentences in
B. Record this under No. 2 of the work sheet*
Counting the Humber of Unfamiliar Words:
Words which do not appear on the Dale list are 
considered unfamiliar words#
Underline all unfamiliar words, even If they 
appear more than once#
In making this count, spedlat rules are necessary for 
common and proper nouns, verbs, and other parts of 
speech# these are given In the section which 
follows *
A, Common Hours :
1* Consider f amiliar all regular plurals and 
possesalvee of words on the list* Soy1©
Is familiar hacause hoy is on the list 
(possessive)*
Cirls is familiar because girl is on 
the list {plural by adding a).
Churches is familiar because church Is 
on the list {plural by adding es).
Armies is familiar because army is on 
the list (plural by changing y to leg)*
2. Count irregular plurals as unfamiliar,
even if the singular form appears on 
the list*
Oxen is unfamiliar., although ox Is on 
the list,
Several irregular plurals, however, 
are listed in the word list.
When the plural appear© as a separate 
word or is indicated by the enaing In 
parentheses next to the word, it is 
Considered familiar.
(loose and geese both appear on the 
list and are both considered familiar.
3, Count as unfamiliar a noun that is formed
by adding er or r to a noun or verb 
appearing on the word list {unless this 
er or r form is Indicated on the list), 
Burner is counted as unfamiliar, although 
bum is on the list.
Owner is considered familiar because it 
appears on the list as f allow e^ownferh
B. Proper Wouhst
1. Barnes of persons and place© are considered
familiar.,
yap&h, Smith, and so on, . are familiar,' 
even though they do not appear on the 
■word list,
2. Barnes of organisations, laws, documents, titles
of books, movies, .and so on generally 
comprise several words*
a* When determining the number of words 
in & sample* count all the words In 
'the name of m  organisation* law* ■ and
tion:should W  liunted three words, 
Baelaratlon of Independence should he 
Counted three words* "v 
IPIGIAI*. WJIMt -then the' title of an 
organisation* law*' and so on it used 
■several times within a sample of 100 
words* all the words in the title are 
counted* no matter how many times they 
are repeated, 
b, for "the unfamiliar wort count* consider 
unfamiliar only words which' do not 
appear on the Bale list* except names 
of persons or places* Chicago Building 
Association is counted one unfamiliar 
weft*-**Association* Building and iSfhlejuto 
are familiar* Peoi&ratlom pf 'independence. 
Is counted as w o  mfafiliar words— is 
on the list*
SPECIAL WSlMt When the name of an or­
ganisation, law*. document* and so on is 
Used several times within a sample of 
ICO words* count it only twice when mak­
ing the unfamiliar word count* Security 
Council, if repeated more than twice 
wilSSa 100-word sample* is counted as 
four unfamiliar words,
Abbreviations:
a. In counting the words In a sample, an 
abbreviation is counted as one word* 
f,Mvc,A* is counted one word*
Bov. is considered one word* - 
A*M, and P.M. are each counted as one 
word*
b. In mahlng' the unfamlli&f word count* an 
'abbreviation is counted as one unfamiliar 
word only* ■ ■
A* is considered One unfamiliar word, 
lev. is considered familiar because the 
names-of the months are on the word list, 
1IVS, is considered familiar*
A.M., and p .m . are'each considered familiar* 
SPECIAL BTJ3US: An abbreviation which is
used several times within a 100-word 
■Sample is counted as -two'unfamiliar words 
only* ‘ ■
SI
G. 1.0. repeated five time# la a 
10O*wor& sample la counted two 
unfamiliar word®,.
G. Verbs:
1. Consider familiar the thliNUperaon, singu­
lar foams (b or les from y), present** 
participle forms (lng), past-p&rtleiple 
fom$ (n), and past-tense forms led or 
led from y), when these are added to 
verbs appearing on the list* the same 
rule applies when a consonant is doubled 
before adding lng or ed*
Asks* ashing# asked are considered 
familiar, although only the work ask 
appears on the word list*
Propped and dropping are familiar be** 
Cause drop |s on the list*
P. Adjective#:
1. Comparatives and superlatives of adjectives 
appearing on the list are considered 
familiar* the same rule applies if the 
consonant is doubled before adding er 
or cat*
longer, prettier# and bravest are famil­
iar because long# pretty# and brave are 
on the list*
Hed* redder# reddest are all familiar*
2* Adjectives formed by adding n to a proper 
noun are familiar* For example#
American# Austrian*
3* Count as unfamiliar m  adjective that is
formed by adding y to a word that appears 
in the list. But consider that word 
familiar if y appears in parentheses follow­
ing the word* . 
foully is unfamiliar although wool is 
on the list*
Sandy is familiar because it appears 
m  the list as sand ly).
E* Adverbs:
■ 1* Consider adverb# ■ familiar which are formed 
by adding ly to a word on the list* In 
most Cases ly will be indicated following 
the word*
Soundly is. familiar because sound 1# on 
. the list*.
F, hyphenated Words:
Count hyphenated words as unfamiliar if either 
word in the-compound does not appear on the word
list. When both appear on the list, the word 
1© 'familiar. ■ .
#. Miscellaneous Special Gases:
1* ford© formed by adding m  to a word on the 
list funlcse the on is listed in paren­
theses or the word itself appears on the 
list) are considered unfamiliar*
Sharpen is considered unfamiliar although 
sharp- is on the list..
Holden |e considered familiar because it 
appear© on the list gold fen)*
2. Count a word unfamiliar if two or more end­
ing© are added to a word on the list I 
Slipping© is considered .unfamiliar#.
■ i&thougg clip is m  the list*
3* Word© oh the list to which -tion* -ation,
-ment# and other suffixes not .previously
■ mentioned are added are considered 
unfamiliar# unless the word with the end­
ing- is included on the list, 
freatment is unfamiliar although treat 
la on the list.
Protection is' unfamiliar although protect 
1© on the list*
Preparation. is 'unfamiliar although prepare 
Is on the list, 
h, lumbers:
Humoral© like 19^7# IS* and so on# are 
considered familiar.'
B. Becord the total number of unfamiliar words under 
Bo. 3 of the work sheet.
Completing the Work Sheet:
1. the average sentence length {fto* h) is computed
by dividing the number'of word© in the sample 
by the number of sentences in the sample.
2. the hale seere or percentage of words outside the
hale list I© computed W  dividing 'the number of
word© not m  the Sale list by the nuhber of ;
word© in" the sample* and multiplying by 100.
3. . Follow through, -.Step© I and ? on the work '.sheet.
4. Add Has* 6, ?# and 8 to get the formula pm' ©core*
.5* if you have more than one ©ample to analyse* -get
ah average of the formula raw score© "bf -adding 
all of- these and dividing' by.-the 'number of 
, sample#.
6, Convert the average formula raw score to a
corrected grade-level according to the Correc­
tion table .given ih fable IX. ■
the corrected .grade-level indicates the grad# at 
which a'book or article can be read with understanding. For 
example* a. book with a corrected grade-ievel .of-?-i is one 
which should be within the .reading ability of average chil­
dren in trades til and fill* For' admits* the ?**& grade-level 
Can be compared to the last grade reached, if materials are 
being selected for persons who have had m  average of eight 
grades of schooling* passages with a corrected grade-level 
of should be within their- ability. . the -corrected grade- 
levels corresponding to the raw scores obtained tmm the 
formula are given in fable IX. these will serve to determine 
the grade-level of materials being, appraised with the use of 
the ©ale list.































































































































































































































































































































































































c r e e k
crept 

































d&rk!t»esai • dinner drill
darling dip drink
m m atreef drip






















delight doorbell . dying
den , '■doorknob each
dentist ." /doorstep' eager
depend :dope eagle
deposit dot ear
describe- double ' early
desert dough ■ ■, ‘ earn
deserve ■ ■ dove earth.
desire down . east!ern)
desk downstairs easy
destroy . downtown - sat fen 3
dwii doten ; ■ edge
dew drag egg
di attend drain eh
did . drank .Sight'
dtdf**t drawier) ■ eighteen
diefdHel
A H Sf A <a- drawling) 't* 'tejU jfbfi
eighth


































































































































































































































































































high hot. Ink jump









him housewife insult keep
himself housework .intend kept
hind how interested kettle
hint however Interesting key
hip howl late ' " kick
hire hUg invite kid
M e huge iron killted)
Mss hum is kindfiyi
history hhmhle island . kindness
hit: hump isn’t' king'
hitch hundred it kingdom





hog hunk I’ve kitten
holdCer) huntCep) ivory kitty
hole hurrah ivy - knee
holiday ...hurried jspkef kneel
hollow ;hurry ■' jacks’ knew
holy hurt Jail. knife
home hushand jam. ■ knit
homely hush tannery knives
homesick hut inf knob
hoheet hymn jaw kndok
honey i jay knot.













hoof if jockey ladles
hook ill . join lady

























































































































































































m m iteednH e* clock
Jfegro October

















m m nine 0p m
Mr., Mrs. nineteen or
much ninety orange





















neat m w overeat
neck oatmeal overhead
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Formula Baw Be ore Corrected Grade-Levels
4-* f and below . . . . . . . . . . .  kth grade and below
5*0 to 5,9 *  .............   . . Jkfch grad#
6.0 to 6.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .  ?«*8th grade
7.0 to 7,9 . . .  ............. 9*4®tfc grad#
5.0 to 8,9 lUlSth grad#
9.0 to 9.9 13-.15tb grad# ioollege)
10,0 and above . . . . . . . . . .  , l6*(colleg# graduate)
X 6?
H  ?3*4 m
1  I
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